2002 saturn sl2 starter relay location

Robin answered 10 years ago. I'm looking for that myself.. My mechanic is stumped by the
problems that my car is having with not starting and from another blog, I can see iti is a typical
problem with this car. It's not the starter, battery, alternator, wires to battery, neutral safety
switch and the list goes on and on of things it is not.. Any ideas? Sterling answered 9 years ago.
Kayyla24 answered 5 years ago. Guru2WC4C answered about a year ago. I have looked under
the dash, the leg area, the trunk, and the engine I cannot find it. I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Where is the starter relay switch located. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn S-Series question. Sell
Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Saturn S-Series
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Automotive Forums. Saturn SL2 won't start-not the starter. My Saturn SL2 has run
so great until now. It has , miles on it. I drove home Tuesday, parked. Wednesday morning, it
would not start. Would not turn over, or make any sound at all. We have determined it is not the
battery or alternator, so we thought it was the starter. I got a starter and we installed it
yesterday. Turned the key and still absolutely nothing. We've looked at all the fuses and they all
look fine, but we switched some around of the same type and still no difference. The headlights,
interior lights, radio, and everything work when I turn the key, just no crank. What else could it
be? I'm so broke I can't tow it to a car parts place to have a diagnostic hooked up. Any
suggestions? If your sure the batt is good then I would check to see if you are getting power to
the starter solinoid then start looking at clutch switch ignition switch check fuses as well. First
welcome to the boards. Sorry to hear about your car. The good news is that the fix should not
be to hard nor expensive. You have eliminated the expensive pieces. There are 3 different
switches that can fail or come out of adjustment that will cause a no start condition and your
car only has 2. A quick check of the neutral safety switch is to try to wiggle the shifter in park
and in neutral while holding the key in the start position. The only other thing I can think of is a
fusible link wire that goes from the alternater to the starter. Good luck and let us know what you
find. Thanks so much for the helpful links and info! I've printed it all out and will take it home to
my husband who I hope can figure it all out. I have a 97 Saturn SC 2 which is almost the
identical problem as the op here. Wont start. It was fine, started every time then I shut it off for
maybe 5 minutes, went inside to get someone, came out, nothing. The battery is fine, starter is
fine, neutral switch is fine, and we're going nuts here. I thought sure we had an answer with the
neutral switch but nope. Any other thoughts??? Check the starter relay. IIRC it's in the
underhood fuse box. Swap that one with another non-essential relay. There are a few of them
that are all the same. The next thing would be to check the condition of your battery cables and
connections. The bolts on the side post battery may be tight, but the cable could still be loose.
Also, there could be hidden corrosion underneath the insulation. Thanks I'll try that in the
morning. While looking at all the fuses yesterday, we tested the large green ones and they were
fine but in the diagram, none say starter relay. Only for lights, cooler, etc. Any idea about that?
Thanks again for the ideas! I found the starter relay under the steering column and replaced it.
Still nothing. I tried jumpering it from c-1 to a I swear this is driving me nuts! Any other thoughts
or do I just drive it off a cliff?! Aside from the above, the ignition cylinder is the other possible
suspect. It's not the cylinder either. I'm on to the chime fuse now. Replacing it did fix the chime
but didn't help start the car. I am 58 and have been fixing cars since i was 9 my trade is eletronic
tech. I would have to say something does not make sense something you checked has to be
bad. Had same issue with my sc2, click, but no turning over. Spent days going over it and
nothing. Finally went under the car and there was a wire that was plugged into some
thingamabob down there. I unplugged it and noticed that it was a little oily in there. I wiped both
sides plugged it back up and voila! It started right up! Started up great for months. The other
day back to click and no start. Got under car pushed were the wire plugged into thingamabob
and again started backup. I have no clue were that wire goes to, or what it's plugged into. But I
have no doubt the wire itself or whatever it plugs into is the cause of this strange won't start
problem. I plan to do a more detailed investigation about this wire and it's purpose. Hopefully
this will help someone. What you referred to as the thingmabob under the car could have been
the neutral safety switch. The switch can be good, and making the connection when the car is in
park or neutral for an automatic , but still have a bad connection the the wires coming to it. I
dont know about Saturns, but some cars have an interlock switch under the console, near the
shifter. Volvos 's from the 80's have it there. I'm currently looking for the thingmabob dnunez
mentioned. I am sure that is also what is prevent the car from turning on. When i turn on the
ignition the car just makes a clicking sound. On past occasions my car has done this I wiggled

the battery connectors and it would get fixed. This time it has not been enough. That said I will
say if you have been wiggling your batt terms for along time you may have a bad battery
because with bad connections on you terminals your batt doesn't get a chance to charge, also
you put strain on alternator. I would take terms off wire brush ,put charge on batt and pray. It is
in the back of the engine compartment. While you are under the car check for cables that are
rubbing, I found two in pretty bad conditions. So thats the canister purge solenoid. Thus not
allowing your car to start. Thus not allowing your car to start No, I believe the problem has to do
with the location of the connector. Three days before my car began having problems I had to
put oil and as always my hand moved and i spilled some, which i can assure fell into that plug.
Since saturn are notorious for burning oil you can deduce that after so many years this little
plug has been bathed several times in oil. Hence, if you remove the plug and clean it a little bit,
it solves the problem. This is pure electrical problem. No, I believe the problem has to do with
the location of the connector. The starter circuit is separate from all other circuits. Actually the
PCM is on a separate circuit also from it. As in, any issues with the car cranking over the PCM
will not throw codes or even know there is an issue. That connector goes to the PCM.
Regardless I'm just curios to know how that connector disabled the starter from turning. Here
you go. Hope this helps a little bit better to the discussion. The valve should be pulsed open
and closed only during an evap purge cycle. It's also pulsed during an evap monitor on systems
that are tested with engine vacuum. If the purge solenoid valve leaks for any reason, the engine
gets an enormous, unwanted sncxitful of fuel vapor. Although this extreme rich condition is
temporary, experience shows it actually may prevent the engine from starting! For example, this
has occurred on some Hyundai Sonatas equipped with leaking purge solenoid valves. Like the
Audi A6 I just mentioned, these Sonatas with the leaking purge valves could also suffer from
hard starting long crank times ". Note cranking over crankshaft turning and starting engine runs
on its own power are two different terms. In the article it talks about long cranking periods,
rough idle, SES codes, but NO mention of the car NOT cranking at all which was the original
issue by the OP : So still I wonder why that connector to the solenoid stopped the starter from
working. I agree with RC his first post was And as in red he states no turn over. Glad he has
solved his problem but this solution is news to me as well. I looked at the articile and I too am
confused I will have to look at electric wire diagram if my book shows just to see how it could
effect starter circuit. If this acually can cause no turn over it will have to be addressed. I hope
my book has schematic I would like to say this is possible or not. Just looked at haynes book
and starter diagram, the purge solinoid is not in its circuit. But maybe he is mistaken about the
clicking part of post. The info on purge canister flooding eng is interesting and note worthy.
There is another fairly new post that by symtom may have this problem. Having the same
problem with a SC2. Changed everything so far. Car powers up when it feels it wants to.
Checked everything. Changed battery, alternator, Starter, cables connectors, list goes on and
on. Every once and a while it'll happen but the car will work for about a month or 2. Then just
like that won't start. The funny thing is my gf will be using it all day and it just will go on her. No
crank over no turn over no nada. No stupid chime. No lights. Thankfully its our 3rd car but so
nice on gas and a great commuter. Its 5spd. Also changed relay switch and igntion in the
steering rack. Worked for 2 months then same problem. Been following this forum for a while
and all inquires made have been very helpful. Make matters even funnier and worse i'm a
manager at a high volume body shop. My techs are puzzled and dont even wanna help me work
on it not that i blame them. I've been looking for the electric relay diagrams and what not but
anyone in the bizz knows that those books are like gold and no one wants to give them up for
an hour. Gonna try the "thingamabob" next see if that helps Mechanically SC2 have not
changed that much over the years so you may have the same problem. Let us now how
everything goes. My car did the same thing again and needeless to say I just pulled the
thingimabob a couple of times. Add me to the list of intermittently not cranking or starting. It
starts up fine most of the time, but every now and then if you turn it off, come back in 5 minutes
or so and try to start the car it will not crank. Battery good. All connections to battery clean.
Lights ok etc. Click from a relay in the box under the hood. Wiggling the shift lever may or may
not make it work because I'm not sure if it's just the fact that it's been sitting a while or the
wiggling that makes it start. This just started happening and I suspect the PND switch is the
culprit because when we first bought the car a few months ago it threw a "transmission out of
range" code, which indicated that same switch. I cleared it and it never did it again though so it
might just be a coincidence. I've been working on cars for 40 years and have all the tools but
Saturn is a new one for me. Can anyone confirm that the PND switch is accessed from the
driver's side wheel well after removing tire and splash shield? Yes the PND switch is on the
backside of the transmission, and probably reachable from the drivers side wheel well, with tire
and splash guard removed. Personally I would have figured on removing the battery and battery

tray, and working from above. Its not a location I would describe as easy to get to - from any
angle. Please let us know how it goes, and what you find out. I have two SL2 sedans in the
family, so will likely encounter your problem someday. Thanks denisond3!! I'll probably be
working on it this week, weather permitting, and will keep the board updated. First off thanks to
everyone who has been posting, I'm glad to hear I'm not the only one with this problem It's
driving me crazy. Hope someone figures this bullshit out. Ok so I posted that last post while
outside jiffy lube. I couldn't get my car to start for a good hour. The mechanic here tried
something out, he tapped the starter motor while I turned the key and at first nothing but then it
started right up. He told me that it is probably either the solinoid or the starter motor.
Supposedly it isn't too expensive either which is good to hear. Let me know what you guys
think about the starter motor or solinoid. I hope so so I can fix it and be done. Hope this helps. I
have a '95 sl2 and I have the same issue with the car starting some days and not starting on
others. If I let the car rest for a few hours, it will start, but if I drive somewhere and park for only
30 minutes or so, it won't start. It's like clockwork. I can jump the clutch and it starts fine.
Battery is brand new, i'm wondering if the problem is the PND switch. The car does burn oil and
I'm wondering if an oil leak is messing up a connection somewhere, although I don't see any
evidence of a leak. I am somewhat mechanically inclined, but all this talk of PCM, canister purge
solenoids and "thingamabobs" has really got me confused. That your Saturn SL series sedan
burns oil means it is normal. They mostly all do it, because the oil control rings on the pistons
arent the best. The only fix is to pull the motor, take out the pistons, and put new rings on. So
its much easier to just keep checking the oil, even if you were to do the work yourself. They
arent hard to rebuild though, if you decide to do it yourself. Just saw this we sold the Saturn but
to update, the problem turned out to be a defective starter and then another defective starter
with the exact same problem. Installed the second replacement and never had the problem
again. I have a Saturn SL1 with similar symptoms to those above. I went thru all the standard
tests and trouble shooting. All these are good places to start, and are the source of many
problems. But not mine. I searched the internet and actually found the problem. It was very
unusual and unconventional. But I'll bet it's the problem for some of you. Remove the front
driver's trim panel next to the gas pedal. It's opposite the fuse panel on the passenger side, and
opens the exact same way. In my case, it was the front bundle of wires There are two main
bundles of wires. My car started. I was amazed. There appears to be a problem with burning a
terminal on this fuse box. Hope this works for you. It was the end of a long journey for me. I've
driven my car since then, and it has failed, and I've gotten it to start at least a dozen times
without fail. I know I'm pushing my luck, and better permanently fix it soon. Larry s60home Yes,
like you I have been searching for this for many hours. Thanks again for sharing you find. Sat
for a year before I bought it replaced battery 3 months later kept having to jump start. I did a
simple alternator test disconnected battery while running to see if it would die nope stayed
stayed running. Did a "real" alternator test it was bad. Next day car won't start kept charging
would disconnect battery ground and test voltage it tried to come up from the 6 volts it stayed
at connected so battery was good. So that tells me wire behind alternator is bad or my car has a
polterguiest. Or I have a parasitic drain like when your battery dies cause you leave your lights
on somethings pulling power all the time when turned off. How you test for this is Take keys out
of ignition. Next LEAVE KEYS OUT OF IGNITION and pull fuses and relays one at a time one box
is under the hood and another in my car is on passenger side where left leg would be when the
light turns off that's the circuit your drain is coming from sometimes it flickers use your own
judgement on this on my car the sensor in the trunk that says it's open was broken light in trunk
that's burnt out never turned off That was fun to figure out battery volt tests at 13 all lights come
on and no crank. So test alarm and reset before you buy a new starter after wiggling wires
Should be in your manual This is just a little of the problems I've had with this little black beast
Oh and now it starts right up but the radio has disabled itself because it thought I was trying to
steal it too.. I'm not getting paid to fix this it's mine so i'll read how to reset that bugger later.. I
have the same problems as other users have described. My Saturn SL1 will not start or even
attempt to turn over. Lights, Ignition sounds When key is inserted all seems to be normal. I have
a new battery and alternator installed. I checked cables for corrosion but have not located any
corroded wiring. Any ideas? My daughter's wouldnt start one day. The starter was silent. It was
sudden. The starter had given no trouble at all - then wouldnt make any noise at all. I replaced
the starter, which didnt seem to be dead when I tested it outside the car. To help my daughter
with her newborn son , I added a wire from the small terminal on the starter, long enough to
reach up to the positive terminal on the battery. To everybody well if it won't start and not the
starter here's 2 new options. First if it drains the battery slowly after you've disconnected the
battery changed an alternator ect Their is an alarm box under your rear passenger backseat
above the fender well. It's a base to an alarm and has 3 relays in there and one grounds your

starter I recommend finding someone to test it and wire around it cause it's a pain and I can't
explain how to do it with out getting into your car. I had this problem with sc2's. Start pulling
fuses one by one when light shuts off that's your circuit that drains your battery. Pull fuses from
box under hood and one by your legs in front of car. Have fun :banghead:. Becky Thanks for the
info. I will be looking for the alarm box with relays in it. We would like to bypass the car's
security features permanently, since I dont worry about a Saturn S series car being stolen
anymore. Since the last time I posted in this thread, I have heard several folks having the
intermittent no-start problem, and not having success fixing it with a new starter. So I kind of
think its in the car's -other- electronics somewhere. I would be glad to get the Saturn manuals,
but the few times they show up on ebay, they carry high prices, or are not a complete set having
the wiring in them. I just want to add a little help for someone with the same issue. I have a 99
SL2 with the same type of problem. After changing the ignition then starter to no avail and right
before giving up, I traced the problem to the security module behind the rear passenger seat.
Both wires were the 5th ones down and right across from each other. This fixed the problem
and the car now starts right up. Hello all, Was reading everything because my SL2 started
having the same issue on Wednesday. Stopped for a few minutes to pick up my students and
bam! My students father gave me a jump and off I went. Thought it was just the battery but for
the next few days I had no problem until yesterday, Sunday, called AAA go a jump and we were
good to go until right now!!! Lights are dim and there is very little juice but still have some.
Please help!!! We are starving students who teach kids gymnastics and martial arts for a living.
So money is all but limited. Thank you. That sounds more like a battery connection or a bad
alternator. More like the alternator. Alright, I hope this helps out. My neighbor's 97 SL2 had the
same problem. I checked for power to the starter relay under the dash when the key was turned
to start. The ignition switch is fed power from the IGN 3 fuse in the under hood fuse box. When I
was taking the cover off the headlights flickered on and off. I found one of the two bolts holding
the fuse box together was very loose. Tightened it up and the problem was fixed. Im having a
similar problem. I just replaced an aftermarket headunit in my neighbors 97 LS with another
aftermarket headunit. Then the car wouldn't start no click or anything. The previous person who
installed the radio chopped off the factory harness and hardwired the radio so i just cut the 12v
constant,trigger,ground and speaker leads and wired in the new radio's harness to those. Now
the headunit works and the starter is turning over once but not cranking long enough to start
the car. Well we had the same problem with the car got parked and when we came out to start it,
nothing read the post on the one who wiggled the wiring harness on the driver side just in front
of the shifter down by the gas pedal. That was it!!! Turn your ignition to on position and with the
door open you should hear the warning bell, if not removed the plastic panel that covers the
wire harness and move wires around till the warning for door open bell comes on. Start car and
thats it. I used a sealer and electrical tape to secure it. Got a 97 saturn sc2, went to start
nothing, no sound when key was turned. Had no interior lights, no power windows, no power
door locks, and no door chimes. Had lights on dash and radio, still nothing. Went to passenger
side fuse panel, popped it off and looked on back of panel, took out the one that is a 10 amp
fuse marked body and replaced the new fuse and lord and behold it cranked! Hope this will
work for some of yall that are having the same problem. Was so glad I hadn't replaced
everything under the hood before we found this one small thing. Here's my adventure so far:
This is a '98 SC2 with a 5 speed and a quarter million on it. Last year, the car began to leave me
sit. A code reader kept giving me s and s - camshaft position sensor. Long story short: if you've
dealt with this, you know you'll probably wind up replacing the crankshaft position sensor. So
it's been replaced Since then, the light's been intermittently on and off with the same code every
time. Today, when I turned it off, it would not restart. No power loss anywhere - I can hear the
pump pressurizing, I can hear the clutch switch click when I press it in Finally, five hours later,
we get it running by pushing it and popping the clutch in second gear. I drive it home, park it,
and walk away. An hour later, it starts right up with the key. Color me baffled. I just picked up a
Saturn SC2 with k miles on it. The car is an automatic. The only way the starter will crank is if
you hold the LOCK button while you have the key turned to start position. I was told this was a
kill switch wired up by someone but don't really believe that. It has an aftermarket radio
installed in it that will not power up unless the same LOCK button is pushed. As soon as you let
off the lock button the radio shuts off. I had to jump this car at the auction to get it home. I put it
on the charger for an hour and the car started everytime by hitting the LOCK button. A customer
drove it today and it ran out of gas. I put gas in it and it started but he stalled it because it has a
hesitation problem. Would not restart even with jumping it. Came back 20 mins later and the car
started. Got it home and would not restart. Put it on the charger and still would not crank, just a
clicking under the hood. The alternator is charging, the battery is less than a year old. Not
thinking the starter is the issue and don't want to replace it for nothing. I try wiggling the shifter

but nothing happens. I can't open up the link for the "thingamabob" so I don't know where to
mess with that at. I am going to start checking things in the post but would like to get some
input also since the LOCK button has added a new aspect to this problem. My daughter's 98
SL2 would refuse to start and a new starter didnt fix it. I wired up a push-button on the dash
down low by driver's left knee that connected 12 volts directly to the solenoid on the top of the
starter. For about a year she used that; turning the ignition switch to "on" then pushing the
button. Many months later I happened to see that the dome light wasnt working, and I found a
blown fuse in the panel on the right side of the console. With a new fuse in there, the starter
would now work from the ignition key again. So my advice is to check every fuse inside the car.
It is either of the lock or unlock buttons on either door. I ordered a new starter from DB electric
so I hope it will fix it. I believe the starter is getting actuated but I think its probably getting bad.
If I have to I will wire up a button like you did. How di you do it exactly? Starter Override Switch I
got a momentary pushbutton type switch, a fairly large one, since the solenoid on the starter
actually takes several amps. I might have gotten the switch at a good hardware store, or some
electronics store or from ebay; I cant recall. The switch has to be the kind that is "normally
open", that is its only closed when you are holding the button depressed. The switch has two
wires coming to it. I ran a wire about a 14 or 12 awg stranded wire from the small terminal on the
solenoid that sits atop the starter, across behind the engine and in through the grommet that is
close to the brake vacuum booster - about at the 2:p. I actually ran a few wires at the same time,
but I only needed one for my starter 'over-ride'. I got the 12 volt supply I wanted by splicing into
the wire to the cigarette lighters - which is easiest to do working from the driver's side of the
console. There is a small nut on that small terminal on the starter, and unscrewing it, putting my
extra wire on it, and getting the nut snugged back down again took a few minutes. The switch
was a lifesaver for us, but there is a danger to it. It bypasses the "wont start unless
transmission is in park or neutral" function of the range-sensor. So if you have the shift lever in
Drive, the ignition on but the engine not running Very bad when you want to carefully back-out
of a parking space at Walmart. The wipers would start to work when the ignition was switched
on, even though they were in the off position; and sometimes they would not stop when they
wanted to shut the wipers down after a rain. My switch just cut off the power to the wiper motor.
It also stopped them wherever they were - so you had to twitch the switch to get the wipers to
the 'parked' position. Something you might try with the door lock and unlock switches: There
are two relays in the upper-rear corner of the fuse box on the passenger side of the console.
With my 96SL1 I had one of them that would periodically go nuts and either make the locks
chatter, or drain the battery overnight. A couple of times the car locked me out when I just shut
the door normally! I yanked out the two relays, and the misbehavior stopped. I just had the
same problem with my Saturn sl2 all I had to do was push this rectangular black button in a
black box with wires coming out up under the clutch pedal and it started right up. Can anyone
tell me why not to cut the purple wire and the white wire to the clutch interlock switch and splice
them together. I have never known of nor heard of anyone being injured because they
accidently tried to start a car in gear. This would remove that switch from the "won't start"
troubleshooting. Plus in an emergency the car can be kick started in gear. I have looked under
the dash, the leg area, the trunk, and the engine I cannot find it. I would like to know where I an
locate the throttle position sensor for my Sl1. I have a high idle. I have attached a picture of the
rusted section of the rear door frame. Is this a major concern? Should it be repaired? Could the
unibody break at this point? Can it be repaired. Thank you D Warner dw CarGurus has 1
nationwide S-Series listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Content submitted by Users
is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Saturn S-Series question. Search Saturn S-Series Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Saturn
ION 23 listings. Used Saturn L-Series 1 listing. Used Chevrolet Cavalier 7 listings. Starter Relay
Location. Can anyone help? My Saturn won't start. Re: Starter Relay Location. AFAIK, there isn't
one. What happens or doesn't happen? Does it crank at all? Do you hear a click? Automatic or
manual? We need more information Is it cranking but not ignition? Some are external to the
starter motor, but on S series Saturns, its the smaller round object attached to the starter. The
current involved to turn a starter under load is in the hundreds of amperes which is waaayyy too
much for a key switch and its skimpy wire size. You did re-connect the solenoid lead small wire
to the starter? I won't start. No Clicking Sound, Lights are fine, good battery charge. I would
happen only after a hour or so of driving and only occasionally. My son went out to start it and

nothing. Can't figure it out. Again: Automatic or manual? My Apologies. Ah, no cranking when
hot.. Lights and anciliaries ok.. Also might want to check the starter solenoid wire. Sometimes
they corrode inside the insulation to the point of intermittent disconnect. The clue to look for is
a bulge in the insulation or goes floppy somewhere along the length of the wire, or greenish
powder around the crimp terminal. Keep us posted as you eliminate. I would try and replace the
fusable link. Just a fuse that sometimes blows that doesn't allow you to charge or I believe start
the car. It's in the under hood fuse box. The big green ones. Along with the advice about the
main wires, try starting it in Neutral. If that has any effect, your neutral safety switch on the
tranny needs to be adjusted or replaced. Thanks guys. At first it would not start when Hot At
Times and some times it would not start when Cold. Last time my son used it, it worked fine and
the next morning it would not start, crank or click. He walked in the house for about 2 mins and
went out tried it again and it started fine. The next morning it wouldn't start at all. It already has
a new battery and new Alternator. Hope that works, and if not, then will probably go with
replacing the Neutral Safety Switch. Thanks for the Advice. I'll let you know how it goes. Finally
got it Started. Thanks for the advice. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by
saturn Find More Posts by madpogue. Re: Starter Relay Location We need more information
MAD works! Find More Posts by charcoal. Re: Starter Relay Location I won't start. Re: Starter
Relay Location Ah, no cranking when hot.. Re: Starter Relay Location I would try and replace
the fusable link. Find More Posts by kickarse. Re: Starter Relay Location Thanks guys. Digg del.
Posting Rules. Similar Threads. User Name Remember Me? Does the SL2 have a starter relay?
Just wondering if the SL2 has a starter relay? If so where is it located? Re: Does the SL2 have a
starter relay? Nope, only the solenoid right on the starter. Low Saturn's Photos. The relay is
built into the sterter itself. No external relay on any S-Series. Mike Turbo SL2. Find More Posts
by Low Saturn. To toss a monkey wrench into the thread. Dependant on the year there is indeed
a starter relay in the S-series cars. I know for certain that the 95's don't have them in their wiring
diagrams but the 98's do. A lousy day in paradise is still a day in paradise. Find More Posts by
ssicarman. Originally Posted by ssicarman. Last edited by Low Saturn; at AM. BarnOwl's
Photos. Looking at the wiring diagrams, it appears there is a starter relay on the ' Looks like it's
in the IPJB. There is nothing more frightening than ignorance in action. Wow, most pointless
relay ever! It still requires a fat wire from the ig. Okay, I see ONE function of this relay. It's to
allow the RKE module to disable the starting system using a thin ground wire. But for cars
without RKE, they could have hard-wired, like the earlier cars. I really dont think this is the
typical kind of relay everyone is thinking about. I have a sitting on my side yard. I'll have to pop
off the steering column shroud and check it out. From the looks of it, the relay shown in the
diagram above is controlled by the RKE like Madpogue states. This is pretty interesting. Just a
ground when armed wire to terminal A1 of that relay. Last edited by Low Saturn; at PM. Tom
Walsh's Photos. My 97 Electrical FSM also shows a starter relay. Looks to be downstream of the
IP. Seems to just isolate the RKE. I wonder if it's there if there is no RKE? Originally Posted by
Tom Walsh. That diagram shows it with the RKE. Appears to isolate RKE from normal Starting.
NO seperate relay OBD Seperate relay used in all models. Happy new year, Sir. Hope all is well
with you and your family!!! Thank Goodness My manual Radiator Fan Switch, cou
peugeot 107 air filter
2003 ford ranger rear brake diagram
2006 chevy silverado wiring diagram
rtesy of Wolfman's patient installation guidance, continues to be Originally Posted by wolfman.
Technical Information Bulletin T identifies a Theft deterent relay. It says this relay is called the
starter relay in the Saturn service manual. It also identifies it as a possible cause of cold starting
problems in certain 97 vin s. I don't see this relay in it. If anyone is interested I can try to post
them. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember
Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by turbobuick Find More Posts by
madpogue. Visit ssicarman's homepage! Quote: Originally Posted by ssicarman To toss a
monkey wrench into the thread. Quote: Originally Posted by ssicarman but the 98's do. Find
More Posts by BarnOwl. Find More Posts by Tom Walsh. Seperate relay used in all models Find
More Posts by wolfman. NO seperate relay Find More Posts by Luke. Digg del. Posting Rules.
Similar Threads. Starter or relay issue? Starter Relay Location.

